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Limited  data,  and  the  requirement  to  provide  science-based  advice  for exploited  populations,  have  led to
the development  of statistical  methods  that  combine  several  sources  of  information  into  a  single  analysis.
This approach,  “integrated  analysis”,  was  first formulated  by  Fournier  and  Archibald  in  1982.  Contem-
porary  use  of  integrated  analysis  involves  using  all available  data,  in  as raw  a  form  as  appropriate,  in
a  single  analysis.  Analyses  that  were  traditionally  carried  out  independently  are  now  conducted  simul-
taneously  through  likelihood  functions  that include  multiple  data  sources.  For  example,  the  traditional
analysis  of  converting  catch-at-length  data  into  catch-at-age  data  for use  in  an  age-structured  population
dynamics  models  can  be avoided  by  including  the basic  data  used  in this  conversion,  length-frequency
and  conditional  age-at-length  data,  in  the  likelihood  function.  This  allows  for consistency  in assumptions

and  permits  the uncertainty  associated  with  both  data  sources  to be propagated  to  final  model  outputs,
such  as catch  limits  under  harvest  control  rules.  The  development  of  the  AD Model  Builder  software  has
greatly facilitated  the  use  of  integrated  analyses,  and  there  are  now  several  general  stock  assessment
models  (e.g.,  Stock  Synthesis)  that allow  many  data  types  and  model  assumptions  to  be analyzed  simul-
taneously.  In  this  paper,  we  define  integrated  analysis,  describe  its history  and  development,  give several
examples,  and  describe  the  advantages  of and  problems  with  integrated  analysis.
. Introduction

The requirement to provide science-based advice for exploited
opulations in data-poor situations has forced analysts to be cre-
tive in how to use data sources efficiently. It has also led to the
xplicit representation and estimation of uncertainty so that the
ncertainty can be taken into consideration in management deci-
ion making (Patterson et al., 2001). Initial attempts to achieve
hese goals were generally ad hoc, but substantial progress has
een made in the field of fisheries stock assessment over the last
0 years (Quinn, 2003), driven by improvements in computers
nd computational algorithms (e.g. Gelman et al., 1995; Punt and
ilborn, 1997; Fournier et al., 2012). It is no longer necessary to
ave closed form solutions for parameter and variance estimates.
ather, computers can be used to estimate parameters for complex
on-linear models, and Monte Carlo simulations or other methods
o determine the level of uncertainty associated with these esti-

ates (Maunder et al., 2009). Simulation analysis can be used to

etermine how well different models and estimation techniques
erform when their assumptions are violated.
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Integrated analysis (IA), the focus of this review, combines
several sources of data into a single analysis. IA is essentially
the construction of a joint likelihood for the observed data and
can be used in any likelihood-based framework. IA, as used in
fisheries stock assessment, was  first formulated by Fournier and
Archibald (1982).  Contemporary use of IA involves using all avail-
able data, in as raw a form as appropriate, in a single analysis.
Analyses that were traditionally carried out independently are
now conducted simultaneously through joint likelihood functions
(Maunder, 2004). Integrated analysis is referred to by various
names depending on the field of research (weather forecast-
ing, oceanography, hydrology) and even within the same field of
research (Draper et al., 1993), i.e. data assimilation (Dorigo et al.,
2007; Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991; Hobbs and Ogle, 2011;
Zobitz et al., 2011), model-data melding, inverse modeling, auto-
matic calibration, multivariate nonlinear regression (Porporato and
Ridolfi, 2001), or ensemble estimation. IA methods similar to those
used in fisheries stock assessment are now becoming popular
in wildlife research (Besbeas et al., 2003; Buckland et al., 2007;
Lebreton, 2005; Schaub et al., 2007; Schaub and Abadi, 2010). Inte-
grated analysis differs from the past practice of analyzing each data

type separately and comparing the results.

Most early (prior to 1990) and many contemporary stock
assessment methods often used a two-step approach: (1) the raw
data were summarized using one analysis, possibly as values for

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fishres.2012.07.025
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01657836
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arameters that were then assumed known in subsequent analysis,
nd (2) the summarized data (or parameter values) from the first
nalysis were then used in the assessment model. For exam-
le, catch-per-unit-of-effort (CPUE) data can be standardized to
ccount for factors other than total abundance (e.g. fishing method,
eason, or vessel size), using a general linear model (GLM) (e.g.,
avaris, 1980), and the standardized CPUE, represented by the year
ffect from the GLM, can be used as an index of relative abundance
hen conducting a stock assessment (Maunder and Punt, 2004).

ink (1999) described this approach using the phrase “do statistics
n the statistics”. Similarly, estimates of growth parameters from
he analysis of tagging data can be used in an age-structured stock
ssessment model that is fit to other data sources. However, this
pproach is subject to several concerns (Maunder, 1998):

1) Information may  be lost when data are summarized. For exam-
ple, age-structured tagging data contain information on fishery
selectivity, but this information is lost if the tagging data are
used to estimate total absolute abundance, which is subse-
quently used in a stock assessment.

2) The two analyses may be logically inconsistent. For example, the
tagging model of Anganuzzi et al. (1994) used initial selectivity
estimates from a prior catch-at-age analysis to estimate other
parameters that were then used in the same catch-at-age anal-
ysis to re-estimate the selectivity parameters.

3) Difficulty in determining the appropriate likelihood function. The
likelihood function for summarized data may  be more diffi-
cult to determine than that for the raw data. For example,
Xiao (1998) suggested that it is difficult to represent the error
structure of the ratio of catch divided by effort, and Maunder
and Starr (2003) described the complications of using the year
effect from a GLM-based standardized CPUE as an index of
relative abundance. If the raw data are included in the likeli-
hood function, the frequently encountered heterogeneity with
hierarchical structure and clustered sampling can be explicitly
modeled and evaluated.

4) Difficulty in fully accounting for uncertainty. It is difficult to ade-
quately represent uncertainty of summarized data when they
are used in a likelihood function or as values for parameters.
This is particularly the case if there is high correlation among
the data/parameters, or the shape of the sampling distribution
for the summarized data/parameters is unusual. The repre-
sentation of correlation among data points/parameters often
requires the use of joint distributions that are harder to repre-
sent than the marginal distributions that are commonly used
in the likelihood functions on which stock assessments are
based. The situation of under-represented uncertainty can be
even more severe if parameter values are assumed known in
the stock assessment. However, it should be noted that struc-
tural uncertainty in the assessment model is often substantial
and may  be more important to account for than estimation
uncertainty conditioned on one model.

5) Reduced diagnostic ability.  Residuals (differences between
observed data and the values predicted by the model) are often
used to evaluate the fit of a model. If summarized data are used
in the likelihood function, it may  not be possible to determine
if a lack of fit is due to how the data are summarized or how the
summarized data can be mimicked by the population model.
The use of raw data eliminates the summarization step allow-
ing a more thorough evaluation of the cause of a lack of fit and
provides more information to develop an appropriate solution
to improve the fit.
IA forms the basis for several general stock assessment programs
e.g. Stock Synthesis (Methot and Wetzel, 2013), MULTFAN-CL
Fournier et al., 1998; Hampton and Fournier, 2001), A-SCALA
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74

(Maunder and Watters, 2003b),  CASAL (Bull et al., 2005), Coleraine
(Hilborn et al., 2000)) that are applied globally.

Despite the intuitive advantages of IA, it is not a panacea for
poor quality data or model structure uncertainty in stock assess-
ments. There are several disadvantages, mostly related to model
misspecification, the complexity of the resulting models, and the
associated, often considerable, computational requirements (e.g.
the use of remotely sensed environmental information). Conse-
quently, in some situations, the traditional two-step approach
remains a better approach. Data analysis is an integral part of
producing good, reliable stock assessments so there is value in ana-
lyzing each component data set before conducting an IA of all data
simultaneously. Rather than deciding whether to apply IA or not,
the issue is often how to determine the appropriate degree of data
aggregation.

This paper reviews IA as it is used in fisheries stock assessment.
We start by giving a brief history of IA in fisheries, then describe
several examples of IA, highlight the advantages and disadvantages
of IA, and finally draw some general conclusions.

2. History of fisheries stock assessment and integrated
analysis

Table 1 describes the major historical stock assessment meth-
ods and the data they require (further details of these methods can
be found in most fisheries texts, e.g., Hilborn and Walters, 1992;
Quinn and Deriso, 1999; Haddon, 2001). These methods are gen-
erally based on one data source, and hence do not use all available
data sources. For example, virtual population analysis, VPA, was
often preferred when a long and continuous time-series of catch-at-
age data was available. Subsequently, analysts have used multiple
assessment methods and compared the results when there is more
than one data source. For example, ICCAT (2000) compared the
results from VPA, which uses catch-at-age data, with those from
a surplus production model, which uses catch and effort data. Pella
and Tomlinson (1969) used results from yield-per-recruit analysis,
which uses biological information, to motivate the development
and parameterization of the Pella–Tomlinson surplus production
model for which the BMSY does not have to occur at half of carrying
capacity. Some of the methods in Table 1 are used to generate input
for the other methods. For example, VPA can be used to calculate
stock and recruitment data for stock-recruitment analysis and tag-
ging growth analysis can be used to estimate growth parameters
that are used in yield-per-recruit analysis. Despite some obvious
connections among these methods, it has only been in the last 20
years that researchers have started regularly combining these data
sources in analyses.

The use of multiple data sets simultaneously in fisheries assess-
ment was developed in the context of catch-at-age analysis
(Fournier and Archibald, 1982; Deriso et al., 1985; Gavaris, 1988;
Methot, 1990a). Original VPA methods (Gulland, 1965; Pope, 1972)
assumed that the catches-at-age were measured with negligible
error, and did not use the information gained by analyzing multi-
ple cohorts simultaneously. Doubleday (1976) developed a method
that considered error in the catch-at-age data, and which fitted
catch-at-age data sets for multiple cohorts simultaneously. By sep-
arating fishing mortality into age and year components, Doubleday
(1976) reduced the number of free parameters so that there were
fewer parameters than data points (under-determined). He also
established that catch-at-age data alone are insufficient to esti-
mate stock biomass reliably because biomass and fishing mortality

are negatively correlated. In some early catch-at-age methods
(e.g. separable VPA; Pope and Shepherd, 1982) the number of
free parameters exceeded the number of data points unless addi-
tional constraints were added. Therefore, moderate amounts of
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Table 1
The main types of analyses used historically and the data they require.

Catch-at-age data – Cohort analysis (Pope, 1972), and Virtual Population Analysis (Gulland, 1965), use a time series of catch-age-data to follow the catch taken
from  a cohort as it ages over time. The initial numbers in a cohort can be calculated as the sum of the catch from the cohort in conjunction with an estimate of
the  rate of natural mortality. Annual total population size is then calculated by summing over cohorts. There are several limitations to these methods, and it is
well  known that they are unreliable unless auxiliary information is used (Pope and Stokes, 1989; Rivard, 1989). ADAPT-VPA (Gavaris, 1988), XSA (Shepherd,
1999),  and tuned methods (Laurec and Shepherd, 1983) are the most common ways to include auxiliary information into a catch-at-age analysis. The output
(recruitment and biomass) is often used as input for stock-recruitment analysis (see below).

Catch and effort data – Surplus production models (Schaefer, 1954; Pella and Tomlinson, 1969) use a time series of catch and effort data to reconstruct the
biomass trajectory of the population. These methods traditionally do not model age-structure, but model the changes in biomass as a simple function of
biomass in the year before.

Stock size and recruitment data – Stock-recruitment analysis (Ricker, 1954; Beverton and Holt, 1957) attempts to estimate the relationship between stock and
recruitment and requires estimates of both stock size and the amount of recruitment for a series of years.

Yield-per-recruit analysis (Beverton and Holt, 1957) uses information on natural mortality, growth rates, and fishery age-specific selectivity to determine
optimal harvest rates and the optimal age at entry into a fishery based on an age-structured population dynamics model. The estimates from yield-per-recruit
analysis ignore any stock-recruitment relationship and the resulting harvest rates are often compared to harvest rate estimates from, for example, virtual
population analysis. Absolute estimates of biomass cannot be obtained from yield-per-recruit analysis.

Tagging data
Numbers released and recaptured – Petersen tagging analysis (Petersen, 1896) uses the number of tag releases, the number of individuals sampled, and the
number of recoveries to estimate population size.
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Length at release, length at recapture, and time at liberty – Tagging growth
estimate growth rates. The growth estimates are often used as inputs into yield

uxiliary information, such as effort data or an assumption about
he stock-recruitment relationship or selectivity-at-age, were
eeded for the problem to be under-determined. This additional

nformation can also increase precision and reduce bias in the
esulting model estimates (Deriso et al., 1985). Fishing effort is
he most common auxiliary data source included in catch-at-age
nalyses, and is used to index fishing mortality. Paloheimo (1980)
ssumed that fishing mortality is effort multiplied by a constant
arameter. However, Fournier and Archibald (1982) considered a
eterministic relationship between fishing mortality and fishing
ffort unrealistic because catchability fluctuates over time, so they
ncluded process error in the effort-fishing mortality relationship.
oubleday (1976) assumed, effectively, that the error associated
ith the catch-at-age data was normal. Fournier and Archibald

1982) suggested that a multinomial likelihood function was more
ppropriate because it is based on sampling properties.

Many catch-at-age analyses now integrate diverse auxiliary
nformation (e.g., Fournier and Archibald, 1982; Deriso et al., 1985;
avaris, 1988; Methot and Wetzel, 2013), such as catch, effort, the
ge or length compositions from the fishery and any surveys, and
bundance indices. Additional research has been directed at devel-
ping appropriate objective and likelihood functions (Maunder,
011), including the form of the objective function (e.g. Crone and
ampson, 1998), weighting factors (e.g., McDonald et al., 2001;
eriso et al., 2007), and how to make the estimation robust to
utliers (e.g., Fournier et al., 1998).

As noted above, data included in assessments are often prepro-
essed; the raw data are first summarized in a separate analysis,
ften in the form of parameter estimates, and then used when
tting the population dynamics. For example, CPUE data are stan-
ardized (e.g., Gavaris, 1980), length-increment data from tagging
xperiments are used to calculate growth-transition matrices for
ength-structured models (Punt et al., 1997), and catch-at-length
ata are converted into catch-at-age data (Fournier et al., 1990).
ecently, Bayesian posteriors (see below) or likelihood profiles

rom the analysis used to preprocess the raw data have been used
s priors in the procedure used to fit population dynamics models
o propagate uncertainty (Punt and Hilborn, 1997; McAllister and
irkwood, 1998). Unfortunately, to fully use the information, it is
ecessary to have a multivariate prior when the raw data pertain
o multiple parameters, which can be difficult to construct. In
any applications therefore, only the marginal priors or like-
ihood profiles are used, and correlation among parameters is
gnored. It is also difficult to represent the shape of a joint prior
sing easily-available distributional forms. Fitting to the raw data
sis (Fabens, 1965) uses growth increments calculated from tagging data to
ecruit analysis.

overcomes these difficulties (Maunder, 2003a). Even when data
are not included in their rawest form, it is becoming standard
practice to fit data that have been disaggregated to their compo-
nent forms. For example, it is now common to fit age-structured
models to length-frequency and conditional age-at-length data
rather than to age-composition data constructed by multiplying
length-frequencies and age-length keys (e.g., Punt et al., 2006).

Further development of methods that integrate analyses has
only occurred to a substantial extent during the last 15 years.
One of the first involved the inclusion of length-frequency data in
stock assessment models. Originally, catch-at-length data would
be converted into catch-at-age data (e.g. MULTIFAN, Fournier et al.,
1990) and the catch-at-age data would be used as input in a
catch-at-age analysis. Fournier et al. (1998) combined these pro-
cesses into one analysis (MULTIFAN-CL). Similar analyses were
conducted to integrate tagging data (Richards, 1991; Maunder,
1998, 2001b; Hampton and Fournier, 2001; see review in Goethel
et al., 2011), environmental correlations (see summary in Maunder
and Deriso, 2011), stock-recruitment relationships (Fournier and
Archibald, 1982; Smith and Punt, 1998), and CPUE standardiza-
tion (Xiao, 1998; Maunder, 2001a).  Bentley et al. (2001) integrated
estimating the growth transition matrix using growth increment
data obtained from tagging into a fully length-based population
dynamics model. Several general fisheries stock assessment mod-
els integrate multiple types of data. General integrated models have
also been developed for marine mammals (e.g., Breen et al., 2003)
and for including fine-scale environmental data into spatial fish
population models (Senina et al., 2008). Integrated analysis has also
been used when fitting multi-species models (Jurado-Molina et al.,
2005; Kinzey and Punt, 2009).

Bayesian methods have become popular in stock assessment
modeling (Punt and Hilborn, 1997; McAllister and Kirkwood,
1998). In addition to transferring uncertainty from one analy-
sis to another, Bayesian methods can use information that is
not specific to the stock being assessed, such as that from other
stocks and species, or from expert opinion. This information is
usually included as prior probability distributions for the model
parameters. Bayesian estimation has been used with a variety
of assessment models, including the equilibrium Schaefer model
(Hoenig et al., 1994), the dynamic Schaefer model (McAllister
and Kirkwood, 1998), the Pella–Tomlinson model (Maunder et al.,

2000), VPA (Walters and Punt, 1994), stock reduction analysis
(McAllister et al., 1994), delay difference models (Meyer and Millar,
1999), statistical catch-at-length models (Punt and Kennedy, 1997),
and statistical catch-at-age models (McAllister and Ianelli, 1997;
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aunder and Starr, 2001; Parma, 2001). Methods used to generate
rior distributions include demographic models (Maunder, 2003b;
cAllister et al., 2001), meta-analyses (Hilborn and Liermann,

998; Myers et al., 1999), and expert judgment (IWC, 1995). Prior
istributions, at least for some parameters, can be assumed to be
uninformative” (Punt and Hilborn, 1997). Structural uncertainty
an also be accounted for within the Bayesian paradigm (Sainsbury,
988; Patterson, 1999; Parma, 2001; Brandon and Wade, 2006; see
oeting et al., 1999 for a description of Bayesian model averaging).

. Types of integrated analysis

In this review we focus solely on integrated analyses that
se statistical approaches to estimate parameters. First, we dis-
uss methods used to integrate multiple data sources, including
rior probability distributions and meta-analysis, into assessments.
hen, we describe several different examples of integrated analysis.

.1. Integrating data

‘Statistical’ stock assessments have three components: (1)
he population dynamics model, including how process error is

odeled; (2) the data and the associated observation model,
ncluding the likelihood function, which represents the sampling
rocess; and (3) the estimation algorithm. Bayesian and related
ethods also include priors or penalties. The population dynamics
odel reconstructs population size and structure (e.g., age struc-

ure), the observation model relates to how the data pertain to
he model predictions, including the sampling distribution for the
ata, and the estimation algorithm is used to provide point esti-
ates, confidence intervals, samples from posterior distributions,

tc. Additional information is included in a ‘statistical’ assessment
hrough additional terms in the objective (or likelihood) function,
ut may  also require changes to the population dynamics model to
nsure that it is able to predict model quantities that can be linked
o the available information. Maximum likelihood and Bayesian

ethods have become the standard in model fitting because they
llow statistically rigorous weighting of data sets, and there are
tandard methods for quantifying uncertainty. Specifically, several
ata sources are included in the analysis by taking the product of the

ikelihoods (or equivalently summing the negative log likelihoods)
or each data set (under the assumption that each data source is
ndependent).

The three components can be demonstrated using the simple
xample of fitting a surplus production model to an annual index of
elative abundance (Iy), using maximum likelihood. First, a surplus
roduction model (e.g., the Pella–Tomlinson (1969) model) is used
o represent the dynamics of the population and to calculate annual
iomass (By) given the model parameters, �-. Second, the sampling
istribution, which is used to define the likelihood function, for the

ndex of abundance for year y would be a distribution with mean
or median) given by the product of biomass and the catchability
oefficient q, while, the distribution itself could one of several com-
on  forms (e.g. normal, log-normal, gamma); for simplicity, we

elect normal with standard deviation �. The observation model
and hence likelihood function) is therefore:

(I|�-) =
∏
y

1√
2��

exp

(
− (Iy − qBy)

2

2�2

)
(1)

The quantities that are independent of the free parameters of the
odel (� is often assumed known) can be left out of the likelihood
unction because they provide no information about the parame-
ers of the model, although such constants cannot be ignored if �
s estimated, uncertainty is estimated, or if information theoretic

ethods are to be used to compare alternative functional forms for
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74

the error distribution (e.g. normal vs. log-normal). Maximizing the
likelihood is then equivalent to minimizing the following quantity
(note the relationship with least squares):∑
y

(Iy − qBy)
2 (2)

The values for the parameters are then estimated using some
optimization algorithm (e.g., Fournier et al., 2012).

The above example shows how multiple data points from the
one data set can be integrated into an assessment. The same
approach can be used to integrate multiple data sets. For example,
if an estimate of absolute abundance for 1995 was  available from
tagging data (T1995), and assumed to be normally distributed with
variance �2, the combined negative log-likelihood (less constants
independent of the model parameters) would be (note that, unlike
Eq. (2),  the variance terms are included in Eq. (3) because they
are needed to appropriately weight the different likelihood com-
ponents):

−�nL(I, T1995|�-) = (T1995 − B1995)2

2�2
+

∑
y

(Iy − qBy)
2

2�2
(3)

Thus, two analyses that were traditionally conducted separately
can be integrated. The analyses are combined by ensuring that the
parameters and model structure representing the same processes
are identical and summing the negative log-likelihoods (assuming
independence) for each data set. For example, the negative log-
likelihood when combining two  analyses with data sets D1 and D2
and parameters �-1 and �-2 is:

− ln L(D1, D2|�-) = − ln L(D1|�-1) − ln L(D2|�-2) (4)

and the parameters are estimated by:

min�-
[− ln L(D1, D2|�-)] �- ∈ Rm (5)

where �- = �-1 ∪ �-2 and has length m.

3.2. Data weighting

Although it is straightforward in principle to include multiple
data sources in an analysis, a major challenge is how to weight each
data source (Francis, 2011). For the most widely used distributions
in IA, the weighting factors are the sampling standard deviations
(� in Eqs. (1) and (2))  or the effective sample sizes for binomial and
multinomial sampling distributions. The effective sample size for
a data set (e.g., catch-at-age) may  be much smaller than the actual
sample size (e.g., number of fish measured) because sampling is not
truly random or the model ignores key sources of process uncer-
tainty such as inter-annual variation in selectivity (Francis, 2011).
Analysts often examine the sensitivity of the outcomes of an assess-
ment to each data source by removing them one at a time from the
analysis or changing the (pre-specified) weights. Deriso et al. (1985)
found that their catch-at-age model applied to Pacific halibut was
robust to moderate changes to the weighting factors, but this is not
always the case (Crone and Sampson, 1998). If the different data sets
are consistent, there should be little sensitivity to changes in the
weighting factors, except, perhaps, reduced precision or if one data
set contains the only information for a certain parameter. Patterns
in the residuals should be examined to identify violations of the
model assumptions that might indicate that the model is misspec-
ified. Model misspecification can be in the population dynamics
model, the observation model, or the parameter values assumed

known. If the reason that two data sets are contradictory cannot be
determined, Schnute and Hilborn (1993) suggest using a likelihood
function that is the average of those for each data source so that
the posterior distributions (or likelihood profiles) for some of the
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arameters will be bimodal, rather than unimodal. The approach of
chnute and Hilborn (1993) can be generalized to assign probabil-
ties to each data source being correct, i.e. L = pL1 + (1 − p)L2 where

 is the probability that data set 1 is correct, L1 is the likelihood for
ata set 1 and L2 is the likelihood for data set 2.

Pre-specifying the factors which weight data can interact with
odel selection. For example, setting the effective sample sizes for

he age composition too large can result in model selection criteria
electing unnecessarily complex selectivity functions. The values
or some of the weighting factors (such as � in Eqs. (1) and (2))
an be treated as estimable parameters (Deriso et al., 2007) while
he effective sample sizes for age or length composition data are
ften “tuned” by comparing the assumed input sample sizes with
he variance of the Pearson residuals about those data. However,
hen an assessment includes contradictory data, this can lead to

he parameter estimation process “choosing” one data source (e.g.
ecause the variance of the likelihood function is estimated to be

ow) over another (e.g. because the variance of the likelihood func-
ion is estimated to be high), usually a series which is relatively long
nd exhibits the low inter-annual variation.

The variance of the residuals between the observed and pre-
icted values should be compared to evaluate the statistical
ssumptions on which the observation model is based. If the
ariance of the residuals differs substantially from that which is
ssumed, the weighting factors in the objective functions are not
ikely appropriate.

.2.1. Outliers
Data from natural populations often have more extreme values

han would be expected from standard statistical theory (Fournier
t al., 1990). In simple applications, these extreme values can be
emoved from the analysis to determine their influence on the
esults. Unfortunately, this is often not feasible due to the com-
lexity of IA, and the large amount of data typically used. Therefore,
utomatic methods are needed to reduce the influence of extreme
alues, such as modifying the likelihood function. This can be
chieved by assuming that the data are contaminated and come
rom one of two distributions, one that describes the majority of
he data and a heavier tailed distribution that describes the out-
iers (Fournier et al., 1990). A simple approach is to assume that
he contamination distribution occurs with probability 1 − p and is
niformly distributed between two bounds (Maunder, 2001c).

robust(D|�-) = pL(D|�-) + (1 − p)  (6)

Eq. (6) is similar to the mixture model of Francis (1988),  where  
s a constant that ensures that the sampling distribution integrates
o one. Also note the similarity with the previously mentioned

ethod of Schnute and Hilborn (1993) to deal with contradictory
ata. Fournier et al.’s (1990) robust likelihood function based on the
ormal distribution simply adds a constant 0.01, which ensures that
he influence of observations reduces rapidly as their distance from
he predicted value becomes greater than about three standard
eviations:

robust(I|�-) =
∏
y

1√
2��

[
exp

(
− (Iy − qBy)

2

2�2

)
+ 0.01

]
(7)

Simulation analysis has shown that robust likelihood functions
erform only slightly worse than their non-robust equivalents
hen there are no outliers, but perform substantially better when

utliers are present (Chen et al., 2000).
.3. Integrating prior information

“Most stock assessments use no quantitative information
erived from previous experience on other fish stocks, and often
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74 65

fix parameter values at some ‘best’ estimates rather than admit
uncertainty in their value” (Hilborn and Liermann, 1998). However,
it is straightforward to include ‘experience’ into a stock assessment.
For example, the decision about which model structure is most
appropriate (e.g., a Ricker vs. a Beverton–Holt stock recruitment
curve) is usually based on previous experience. Prior information
can be integrated in IA in a manner similar to how data are included
(Hilborn and Mangel, 1997, Chapter 9). The difference is that inte-
gration of data comprises individual data points and a likelihood
function, whereas prior information usually involves a probability
distribution for a parameter of the population dynamics or observa-
tion model. The prior can be the result of a compilation of estimates
for many stocks of the same or similar species, or simply based on
expert judgment. For example, a prior distribution for a parame-
ter, �, could be normally distributed with mean � and standard
deviation �:

P(�) = 1√
2��

exp

(
− (� − �)2

2�2

)
(8)

The objective function would then be based on the product of
the likelihood and prior distributions (sensu a Bayesian analysis),
i.e. L(D|�-)P(�-). The negative log-likelihood objective function when
there is an index of abundance and a normal prior on catchabil-
ity (with mean �q and standard deviation �q) would be (ignoring
constants):

−�n[L(D|�-)P(�-)] = (q − �q)
2

2�2
q

+
∑
y

(Iy − qBy)
2

2�2
(9)

The parameter estimates that minimize Eq. (9),  which would be
maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) if there was no prior infor-
mation, are variously referred to as posterior modal (e.g. Smith
and Punt, 1998; Maunder and Starr, 2001), maximum a posteri-
ori (Parma, 2001), highest posterior density (Schnute, 1994), or
penalized likelihood estimates. Priors are usually associated with
Bayesian methods (see Punt and Hilborn, 1997), but it is uncommon
for IA to be based on full Bayesian integration owing to compu-
tational demands. Rather, in practice Eq. (9) is often treated as
a negative log-likelihood and standard frequentist methods are
applied.

A recent development is the use of approximate likelihoods to
transfer information from one analysis to the next (Besbeas et al.,
2003). Information from a previous analysis is summarized in the
form of an approximate likelihood and this approximate likelihood
is then included in the next analysis. The log-likelihood for the first
analysis (based on data YA) is approximated by the logarithm of
a multivariate normal distribution for the parameters, based on
the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters, �̂,  and the
estimated dispersion matrix, ˆ̇ . This approximate likelihood is then
combined with the likelihood of the remaining data set (YB) in a
second analysis, which also includes any additional parameters �

-
,

i.e. the negative log likelihood is:

−�nL(Y|�-, �
-

) = −�nL(YB|�-, �
-

) + 0.5(�̂- − �-)′ ˆ̇ −1(�̂- − �-) (10)

This approximation to the joint likelihood is analogous to using
data-based priors in a Bayesian analysis, where the prior is a
multivariate normal approximation of the posterior from the first
analysis.

3.4. Meta-analyses

Biological data are often highly imprecise, and it is often imprac-

tical to improve the precision for a single stock by collecting
additional data. However, data from multiple stocks can be used in
a single analysis to increase the precision of the estimates if there
are similarities among stocks of the same or similar species (Myers
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nd Mertz, 1998). These methods assume that any bias caused by
haring information among stocks is small in comparison to the
ncrease in precision. In addition, they can be used to create prior
istributions. There are several meta-analysis methods, ranging
rom combining independent estimates of parameters from mul-
iple stocks to the use of Bayesian hierarchical methods (Davidian
nd Giltinan, 1995).

A naive meta-analysis can be carried out as follows: (1) esti-
ate the parameters for each available data set; and (2) calculate

ummary statistics of the parameter estimates (i.e. mean and vari-
nce). This two-stage method will provide adequate results when
he variability in parameter values among data sets is small, the
ample size for each data set is large, and there are many data sets.
owever, many applications will have large random errors or small

ample size for at least some of the data sets. The problems with this
ethod are: (1) data sets that contain little information have the

ame weight as data sets that contain large amounts of information
ecause only point estimates are used (i.e. no account is taken of the
recision in the estimates, Liermann and Hilborn, 1997); (2) vari-
bility from observation error is not differentiated from variability
mong data sets, so the distribution may  be broader than the true
istribution (Liermann and Hilborn, 1997); and (3) the estimates
or each data set do not use information from the other data sets
i.e. the two-stage method does not shrink the individual estimates
oward the mean). In contrast, hierarchical meta-analysis assumes
hat the values for a parameter for different stocks are drawn from a
ommon distribution and accounts for the precision of the available
ata. Meta-analysis of stock-recruitment data is the most common
pplication in fisheries (e.g. McAllister et al., 1994; Liermann and
ilborn, 1997; Myers and Mertz, 1998) although other applications
ave addressed, for example, whether CPUE is linearly proportional
o abundance (Harley et al., 2001) and estimated length-specific
atchability (Harley and Myers, 2001).

In principle, meta-analyses could be conducted in which full
ge-structured models for each stock are analyzed together (e.g.,
unt et al., 2011) because this allows the uncertainty from esti-
ating recruitment and biomass to be automatically included in

he meta-analysis. Jiao et al. (2011) used this approach to share
arameters of a surplus production model among shark stocks.

. Examples of IA

.1. Length frequency and catch-at-age analysis

MULTIFAN (Fournier et al., 1990) is a likelihood-based method
o estimate catch-at-age from catch-at-length data. It predicts the
ength-frequency data as the sum of normal distributions; one
istribution for each age class, which represents the length dis-
ribution for that age class. Each normal distribution is calculated
rom three parameters; the mean length, the standard deviation of
he lengths about the mean length, and the proportion that that age
omprises of the total length-frequency data set. The parameters
re estimated to make the predicted length-frequencies most con-
istent with the observations, as quantified by a likelihood function.
he mean length-at-age is often represented by the von Bertalanffy
rowth curve and the standard deviation of length-at-age by a lin-
ar relationship with mean length. In MULTIFAN, the proportions
or each age class are estimated as free parameters. The estimated
atches-at-age, which are represented by age proportions, can then
e used in a catch-at-age analysis.

MULTIFAN-CL (Fournier et al., 1998) integrated the MULTIFAN

ethod with an age-structured model. In MULTIFAN-CL, the pro-

ortions for each age-class are calculated from an age-structured
odel, rather than being estimated as free parameters. This ensures

hat these proportions are consistent from year to year, because
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74

they are constrained by a population dynamics model. The like-
lihood function includes the length frequency data as well as
catch and effort data (and any other data). The parameters of
the age-structured model (e.g., annual recruitment and selectiv-
ity parameters), the mean lengths-at-age or the parameters of the
growth curve, and the standard deviations of the lengths-at-age
are estimated simultaneously by maximizing the combined likeli-
hood. This ensures that the uncertainty associated with estimating
catch-at-age is propagated into the stock assessment.

4.2. Integrating catch-at-age analysis with a stock recruitment
analysis

Stock-recruitment analysis has traditionally been carried out
after time-series of spawning biomass and recruitment have been
estimated using another estimation procedure. Integrating the
stock-recruitment relationship into the stock assessment is a clear
demonstration of the benefits of IA (Ianelli, 2002). There is often
inadequate information to reliably estimate recruitment for every
year. Therefore, an assumption is often made that annual recruit-
ment is distributed (usually lognormally) about a mean (e.g., Smith
and Punt, 1998; Maunder and Deriso, 2003; Butterworth et al.,
1990). This is essentially treating recruitment as a random effect,
except historically it has been impractical to integrate out the ran-
dom effects. If there is little information about recruitment strength
for a particular year, it will be estimated to be the average, inde-
pendent of stock size. The uncertainty associated with this estimate
will be high, but this uncertainty is usually not included in a stock-
recruitment analysis carried out post estimation (see Dichmont
et al. (2003) for an exception).

In contrast, the recruitment for a year with few data will have
no influence on the stock- recruitment relationship if the stock-
recruitment analysis is integrated into the stock assessment by
including a penalty on the difference between each recruitment and
the value expected given the stock-recruitment relationship (e.g.,
Fournier and Archibald, 1982; Smith and Punt, 1998; Maunder and
Watters, 2003b).  In addition, the estimated recruitment for years
with few data will be based on the stock–recruitment relationship,
rather than average recruitment. This is particularly the case for
the most recent poorly-selected cohorts for which data are usually
insufficient to reliably estimate year-class strength.

4.3. Integrating growth estimation into a length-based model

The estimation of growth using tagging data can be integrated
with a length-based population dynamics model so that informa-
tion on growth can be obtained from both the length-frequency and
tagging data. Both tagging data (e.g. Punt et al., 1997) and length
frequencies (e.g. Fournier et al., 1990) have been used to estimate
growth parameters, but many length-based analyses have ignored
the information on growth in length-frequency data. Traditionally,
tagging data are first used to estimate a size-transition matrix (Punt
et al., 1997), and this matrix is then used in a length-based model
that is fit to length-frequency data (Punt and Kennedy, 1997; Starr
et al., 1999). Bentley et al. (2001) integrated the tagging data into
a length-based stock assessment by assuming that the variation
in growth rates is normally distributed around a von Bertalanffy
growth curve. They also assumed that the integral over the sizes
in a length-class, which represents growth into that length-class,
is approximated by the average growth rate at the midpoint of
the length-class to simplify the computations. An alternative, and

arguably better, method is to model the probability of moving from
one size class to the other size classes as a multinomial distribu-
tion (Punt et al., 2010). Other considerations include the modeling
of measurement error in the release and recovery data (Maunder,
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001c), the impossibility of negative growth, and the binomial
robability of not growing (e.g. to model molting in crabs).

.4. Integrating tagging and catch-at-age analysis

Tagging studies are commonly used to estimate stock size,
atural mortality, age-specific selectivity, fishing mortality, and
ovement. These are important parameters for stock assessment
odels. However, only recently has raw tagging data been incor-

orated into stock assessments. In a review of integrated tagging
odels, Goethel et al. (2011) stated: “One of the biggest break-

hroughs in stock assessment modeling in recent years has been
he development of “tag-integrated assessment models,” which
nclude a tag-recapture component to the objective function.”
ichards (1991) investigated sharing parameters between a tagging
odel and a simple stock assessment model for a stock of lingcod,
phiodon elongatus, off Canada. Punt and Butterworth (1995) and
orch et al. (1995) integrated tagging data into catch-at-age anal-
ses with spatial structure, but the tagging data were aggregated
ver time and age, and the model was fitted to the ratio of recap-
ures in the two areas. Haist (1998) used temporally disaggregated
ag data and modeled the age- and sex-structure of the tagged fish
ased on the age- and sex-composition of the population in the
odeled population at the time of tagging, but did not use the

ize- or age-structured information from the tag recovery data in
he likelihood function. Punt et al. (2000) integrated age-structured
agging data into a stock assessment for school shark, Galeorhinus
aleus, off southern Australia, but did not use catch-at-age data.
aunder (1998, 2001b) developed a general integrated tagging

nd catch-at-age analysis (ITCAAN), that explicitly included move-
ent and fits to both age-structured tagging and catch-at-age data.
aunder (1998) applied this model to the snapper, Pagrus auratus,

tock off the northeast coast of New Zealand. A similar method was
eveloped by Hampton and Fournier (2001) for a catch-at-length
nalysis, which was applied to yellowfin tuna, Thunnus albacares,
n the western and central Pacific Ocean. Catch-at-length analysis

ay  be more appropriate for tagging data because it is much eas-
er to measure the length of all the fish released than to age them.

aunder (2001b) showed that integrating tagging data into a catch-
t-age analysis can improve the precision of estimates for both
roductivity and depletion levels. Tagging data can now be included

n several general stock assessment models (e.g. Stock Synthesis;
ethot and Wetzel, 2013). Recently, data from archival tags have

een integrated into stock assessments (e.g., Taylor et al., 2009) and
ence the multiple location recordings available from such data are
sed to provide additional information about movement.

Integrating tagging data into a stock assessment is relatively
traightforward if there is no spatial structure, but becomes more
omplicated if individuals move among areas. When individuals
ove among areas, each tag release group must be modeled using

he equations for the total population. The tagged population is
ssumed to have the same dynamics and parameters as the total
opulation, with the only difference being that ‘recruitment’ to the
agged population occurs through releases, and can therefore occur
t any age (e.g. McGarvey et al., 2010). Each set of releases (a release
roup) that can be uniquely identified in the recoveries (e.g., dif-
erent area/time of release) is modeled as a separate ‘population’.
he most common likelihood function used for recaptures is the
ultinomial, because it is suitable for modeling multiple outcomes

e.g. caught in years x, y, z, or not caught at all). There may  be more
ariation in the recaptures than described by the multinomial, and

ther likelihood functions may  be more appropriate. For example,
ampton and Fournier (2001) used the negative binomial. Many
xtensions to this approach are possible; for example, adjustments
or different mixing rates of tagged with untagged fish, reporting
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74 67

rates, tag loss, and mortality due to tagging and handling (Hampton,
1997; Hampton and Fournier, 2001).

4.5. Integrating the standardization of CPUE data

The traditional approach to include fishery CPUE data into stock
assessments involves the two-step approach outlined above. These
two steps can be combined into one integrated analysis by includ-
ing the raw CPUE data in the likelihood function and representing
the catchability coefficient as a linear model which depends on
parameters such as area and month (e.g., Xiao, 1998). The parame-
ters of the population dynamics model and those which determine
the catchability parameters are then estimated simultaneously,
thereby integrating the standardization process with fitting the
population dynamics model. This method can also be used to
include raw survey data in an assessment.

Maunder (2001a) outlines a general method to integrate the
standardization of CPUE into stock assessments, and Maunder and
Langley (2004) provide an example using a statistical catch-at-age
analysis. Maunder (2001a) showed, using simulation analysis, that
the integrated approach leads to narrower confidence intervals that
more accurately represent the uncertainty in the parameter esti-
mates, but notes that the reasons why  integrating the CPUE data
improved performance were not clear, and that the generality of
the results for models more complex than the production model
used in that study was not certain. The most probable reason for
the improved results is the automatic inclusion of the variance and
covariance among year effects into the likelihood function. Inte-
grating the CPUE standardization into the stock assessment model
could be made more computationally efficient by using analytical
solutions for the regression coefficients. Alternatively, the two-step
approach could be modified along the lines of Eq. (10) so that infor-
mation is not lost and the uncertainty is appropriately captured.

4.6. Integrating correlations with environmental data

A temperature-recruitment relationship (Francis, 1993) and a
pre-recruit index were integrated into the population dynamics
model for New Zealand SNA1 snapper, Pagrus auratus (Maunder
and Starr, 2001) so that recruitment estimates could be based
on these data sources as well as catch-at-age data. Inclusion of
the environmental data directly into the stock assessment allows
all the available data to inform the relationship (if any) between
recruitment and temperature, captures the uncertainty in that rela-
tionship, and allows the relationship to inform recruitment for
years for which there are insufficient data to estimate recruit-
ment (sensu a prior). Maunder and Watters (2003a) showed, using
simulation analysis, that this integrated approach led to param-
eter estimates with lower bias and variance than correlating
temperature and recruitment. However, Haltuch and Punt (2011)
suggest that the benefits of integrating environmental data with
decadal-scale variability directly into stock assessments via the
stock–recruitment relationship is outweighed by high type I error
rates due to fishing-induced stock declines that coincide with direc-
tional environmental change. They do, however, suggest that the
impact of type I errors can be minimized by choosing an appropriate
combination of assessment method and reference points.

Maunder and Watters (2003a) describe a general method
based on penalized likelihood for integrating environmental data
into population dynamics models that is an improvement over
that used by Maunder and Starr (2001) because it allows for the
estimation of process error in the environmental relationship.

A random effects framework, (e.g., Maunder and Deriso, 2003;
Fournier et al., 2012) would be even more appropriate, but this is
considerably more computationally demanding. Stock Synthesis
(Methot and Wetzel, 2013) allows most estimable parameters to
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e linked to environmental covariates such as temperature, but
estricts the user to a limited choice of parameterizations that are
ot necessarily suitable.

Which of the available environmental variables should be
ncluded in an assessment can be selected using stepwise hypoth-
sis testing based on, for example, likelihood ratio tests or
kaike’s (1973) Information Criterion, AIC (Maunder and Watters,
003a). Density-dependence can moderate the effects of environ-
ental covariates and it is important to correctly identify the

iming of when environmental factors influence the population
ith respect to the timing of density-dependence processes and

vailable data (Maunder and Deriso, 2011). The correct model-
ng of observation and process variability is also important for
ypothesis testing. If process variability is not modeled, likelihood
atio and AIC-based tests are biased towards incorrectly includ-
ng environmental covariates in the assessment (Maunder and

atters, 2003a)  while incorrect sampling distribution assump-
ions (e.g., assumed values for the observation error variance)
an influence the covariate selection process, and the weighting
iven to each data set can change which covariates are chosen
Deriso et al., 2007). Missing covariate data needs to be dealt
ith appropriately, such as by using the random effects meth-

ds described in Gimenez et al. (2009) and Maunder and Deriso
2010).

. Advantages and disadvantages of the integrated
pproach

.1. Advantages

We outlined five problems with the traditional two-step pro-
edure to stock assessment in the introduction. These problems
an be overcome by IA because it allows all of the information
o be included in the assessment in as raw a form as appropri-
te. Equally importantly, an IA ensures consistency of assumptions
mong analyses since it is unlikely that the analysis is going to
odel the same processes differently in the same model. For

xample, unlike traditional assessments that use Petersen esti-
ates of population size, integrated tagging and catch-at-age

nalysis (Maunder, 1998, 2001b)  uses the same model for the
agged and total populations. Furthermore, the error structure can
e based on the statistical properties of the sampling process,
ather than on the assumed statistical properties of summarized
ata.

IA also more appropriately captures uncertainty provided
hat the model is not mis-specified and key parameters are
ot pre-specified. For example, an integrated stock recruitment
odel includes the uncertainty in the stock size and recruitment

stimates when estimating the relationship between stock and
ecruitment. However, uncertainty may  not necessarily always
e larger when applying IA. For example, the integrated CPUE
tandardization model leads to narrower and more accurate con-
dence intervals than a two-step procedure (Maunder, 2001a)
ecause it automatically includes correlations among year fac-
ors.

Finally, integrating all of the data into one analysis makes it eas-
er to investigate the sensitivity to each data set or assumption.
urning one component on or off, or down-weighting it, can be used
o investigate sensitivity of the results of an assessment to differ-
nt data sets and assumptions, illuminating the assumptions that

re important. Changing weights also improves the ability to detect
nconsistencies among data sets and hence model-misspecification.
A can therefore be used to guide future research and data collec-
ion that will differentiate among various hypotheses and improve

anagement advice.
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74

5.2. Disadvantages

Despite the intuitive advantages of IA, there are several prob-
lems that must be overcome: (1) computational demands; (2)
convergence; (3) parameter confounding; (4) model misspecifica-
tion; (5) model selection; (6) weighting among data sets; (7) level
of data abstraction; and (8) transparency.

5.2.1. Computational demands
IA is more computationally intensive than traditional meth-

ods because there are usually more data and more parameters
(Maunder et al., 2009). In addition, IA usually requires non-
linear parameter optimization, rather than analytical solutions. The
increased computational time is not a serious problem if only a sin-
gle result is needed. However, methods that take a long of time to
produce a solution have several limitations:

(1) Development time is greatly increased. A model is usually run
many times during the developmental phase of an assessment
to check for programming errors and other problems. There-
fore, small data sets must be used to test the model, but it is
important that all the characteristics that are in the full data
set are included in the smaller data set. We  check our pro-
grams (usually programmed in AD Model Builder, Fournier
et al., 2012) by repeating the calculations in other software such
as Microsoft Excel or R. Excel is ideal for this because it is con-
ceptually different from a procedural programming language,
so it is unlikely that the same errors will occur in both versions
of the model. However, integrated models are often so large
that only parts of them can be programmed in a single Excel
workbook.

(2) It is important to carry out simulation analyses to evaluate the
performance of a new method and to determine how robust
it is to its main assumptions. The number of assumptions that
can be tested is limited because simulation analysis requires
several, usually hundreds, of simulations using different data
sets. For some applications of IA, simulation tests may  not even
be feasible.

(3) It is important for any application to test the sensitivity of the
results to all of the important assumptions made in the analysis.
However, if the model takes a long time to run, researchers will
be able to perform only a limited number of sensitivity tests.

(4) Calculation of measures of precision may  be impractical or
limited to being based on approximations that are unsatisfac-
tory. Methods such as bootstrap, likelihood profile, or Bayesian
integration require the likelihood be evaluated many times,
which may  be infeasible, and the researcher will be forced to
use normal approximations based on the inverse of the Hessian
matrix.

(5) The inclusion of parameter uncertainty in forward projections
may  be impractical or limited to approximations that are unsa-
tisfactory. Similar to the calculation of measures of precision,
the methods used to include parameter uncertainty in for-
ward projections require that the model to be evaluated many
times. Many applications based on IA do not include parame-
ter uncertainty, and only recruitment variation (e.g. Maunder
and Watters, 2001). Others use approximations using the nor-
mal  distribution based on the Hessian matrix (e.g., Punt et al.,
2000; Maunder et al., 2006). MacCall (2013) presents a delta
method approach to include uncertainty due to parameters that
are typically fixed in stock assessments.
5.2.2. Convergence
A further computational issue is that efficient nonlinear func-

tion optimizers or Bayesian integration techniques are needed to
implement IA. The automatic differentiation method that supplies
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achine precision derivatives to the function minimizer has shown
romise for these types of analyses, providing efficient and more
table solutions compared to methods that use numerical deriva-
ives (Schnute et al., 1998). The most useful method for Bayesian
ntegration has been Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, Punt and
ilborn, 1997). The AD Model Builder software (Fournier et al.,
012), which includes automatic differentiation and MCMC  inte-
ration, has been very useful for IA and has driven much of the
ecent advances in fisheries stock assessment. However, due to
heir complex nature, it is difficult to determine whether reason-
ble estimates have been obtained for integrated models. Even, if
n accurate optimizer is used, it is often not clear whether a local,
ather than the global solution, has been found. Using multiple
tarting points can provide support that the global solution has
een found if all starting points result in the same answer. However,

t is often difficult to determine which parameter values should
e changed and by how much when selecting alternative start-

ng values when there are many parameters. In addition, this does
ot guarantee that the global solution has been found. More com-
lex estimation methods, such as genetic algorithms or simulated
nnealing, could be used but are slow.

Often the estimation procedure cannot find a feasible solution.
eparameterization can sometimes help convergence by removing
longation or curvature in the likelihood surface (Seber and Wild,
989). However, it is often difficult to determine which parameters
hould be reparameterized in complicated models. A good start is
o make sure that all component models of the integrated model
ave good convergence behavior. David Fournier introduced the
oncept of model sculpting in the analysis of integrated models.
odel sculpting is the procedure of directing the solution by using

onstraints and estimation phases (Fournier et al., 2012). The esti-
ation procedure is divided into a number of phases. In each phase,

he algorithm optimizes the objective function by estimating a sub-
et of the parameters. The subset of parameters is increased in each
equential phase until the last phase in when all parameters are
stimated. It is usually best to estimate the ‘major parameters’ (e.g.,
hose that scale the biomass) in the first few phases and the ‘minor
arameters’ or those for which good guesses can be made (e.g.
electivity) in the final few phases. The method of phases is equiva-
ent to methods that find good starting points for the optimization
rocess. Constraints are put on the model in the first few phases
o guide the estimation procedure to the parameter space that is
iologically or intuitively reasonable. These constraints might then
e removed in the last few phases of the algorithm. The goal is to
revent the estimation scheme from getting stuck in a part of the
arameter space that is not feasible. An example of a constraint is to
ake the average fishing mortality equal to 0.1 in the initial phases.
ote that this is different from a prior, which is typically used for

 single parameter and kept for the entire estimation procedure.
he constraint, which may  affect all parameters simultaneously, is
emoved in the final phases.

Finally, programming ability is very important when developing
ntegrated models. The computational problems faced in IA are sim-
lar to those faced when computers were first used for quantitative
sheries analysis. Due to the large amounts of data and the complex
odels, there are many calculations to perform and many values

o store. Programs must be coded so that memory usage is mini-
ized and that redundant calculations are avoided. Matrix algebra

vailable in many programming environments can be much more
fficient than using loops (Fournier et al., 2012). Parallel processing
ould be used to reduce the runtime if the model can be parallelized.
.2.3. Parameter confounding
Confounding of parameters becomes a common problem

s models become more complex. Confounding occurs when
wo parameters are highly correlated, and there is insufficient
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information in the data to separate the effects of each parameter.
Often, only a combination of the parameters, rather than the indi-
vidual parameters, can be estimated. For example, the total com-
bined recruitment of multiple interacting subpopulations is often
well determined in an integrated tagging and catch-at-age analysis,
but the individual subpopulation recruitments are not because they
are confounded with movement (Maunder, 2001b). Confounding
between parameters can lead to unrealistic parameter estimates,
but this confounding can be differentiated from model misspec-
ification (discussed below) by the fact that confidence intervals
for confounded parameters should be large. Covariance estimates,
joint confidence intervals, or joint posteriors can be used to identify
which parameters are confounded (i.e. they will show high cor-
relation). Confounding of parameters may  cause problems for the
non-linear function optimizer, so that a solution cannot be found.

Parameter confounding may  not, however, be as important as
suggested by the estimated extent of uncertainty of the param-
eter estimates. Often management quantities are not affected by
parameter confounding. For example, estimates of MSY  from a
Schaefer production model may be reliable even if r and K are con-
founded because MSY  is rK/4. The relationship is not as clear with
the complex models used for IA, and likelihood profiles or Bayesian
posteriors are needed to determine the effect of parameter con-
founding on management quantities such as MSY. As noted above,
reparameterization can sometimes remove parameter confound-
ing (Seber and Wild, 1989).

5.2.4. Model misspecification
Model misspecification and the large amounts of detailed data

included in integrated analysis may  interact to create apparently
precise estimates that are obviously wrong. Model misspecifica-
tion occurs when an influential process (including error structure)
is left out of the model, a process is incorporated into the model
incorrectly, or an incorrect value for a fixed parameter is used. If
the model is misspecified, the parameters will be estimated in a
way that compensates for the model misspecification (Piner et al.,
2011), and may  lead to the parameter estimates to be inconsistent
with prior information.

Unfortunately, model misspecification appears to be a com-
mon  problem when complex models are used with large amounts
of detailed data. For example, Hampton (1991) found that esti-
mates of area-specific natural mortality differed by implausibly
large amounts when using an unconstrained tagging model. Using
a two-area model for Atlantic bluefin tuna, Thunnus thynnus, which
integrated summarized tagging data with a virtual population anal-
ysis, Punt and Butterworth (1995) estimated reporting rates for the
two areas that differed by unrealistic amounts. Finally, the applica-
tion of an integrated tagging and catch-at-age model to the snapper
stock off the northeast coast of New Zealand indicates model mis-
specification because the initial fishing mortality rate was  precisely
estimated at unrealistically low levels, which is contradictory to
prior information about historical catch being substantial before
the modeling time period started (Maunder, 1998).

In principle, model misspecification can be detected by residual
patterns where patterns in the residuals can be indicative of a
problem with some of the specifications of the assessment. How-
ever, lack of residual patterns is not a guarantee that there is no
model misspecification because, as noted above, the parameters
may  be estimated to compensate for misspecification. Moreover,
residual patterns tend to occur when there are multiple sources of
information for essentially the same model component which may
be the case in data-rich situations, but is unlikely to be the case in

data-poor situations. A particular form of model misspecification
occurs when a parameter is set to a pre-specified value (based
on auxiliary analyses or expert judgment). Setting the value of a
parameter incorrectly often leads to biased assessment outcomes
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s well as residual patterns. However, it is often hard, if not
mpossible, to detect which parameters are incorrectly specified
n models with many pre-specified parameters. Pre-specifying
arameters will also tend to lead to under-estimation of uncer-
ainty. It is common practice when conducting stock assessments
sing IA to pre-specify parameters which are poorly determined
y the data, such as the rate of natural mortality, M,  and the
teepness of the stock–recruitment relationship, using auxiliary
nformation of expert judgment. This should, however, be done

ith care because some of the key outputs from a stock assessment
uch as the estimate of the fishing mortality at which maximum
ustainable yield is achieved are determined primarily by these
arameters. Moreover, fixing these key parameters can lead to

arge under-estimation of uncertainty (MacCall, 2013).
Sensitivity analysis is often used to investigate the effect of

odel misspecification, but it is of little use to management unless
robabilities can be assigned to the different sets of parameters or
odel structures. However, sensitivity analysis may  provide infor-
ation about which data should be collected to help correct the
odel misspecification and indicate what model development is

eeded.

.2.5. Model selection
Model selection is an integral part of modeling (Burnham and

nderson, 1998; Hilborn and Mangel, 1997). Models should be
eveloped so that, if practical and if it does not interfere with
stimability, important components of the model can be elimi-
ated by setting a parameter to a fixed value. Likelihood ratio tests,
IC, Bayes Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz, 1978), and Bayes

actors (Aitkin, 1991) have been used to select among integrated
odels (e.g. Fournier et al., 1998; Helu et al., 2000; Maunder and
atters, 2003b). Unfortunately, the application of these techniques

s complicated by the large amount of data and many data types.
Burnham and Anderson (1998, pp. 96–99) showed that hypothe-

is testing (  ̨ = 0.05) selects underfitted models that may  be biased
nd have confidence intervals with low coverage, and suggested
hat hypothesis tests should not be used for model selection. AIC
nd Bayes factors usually accept additional parameters irrespec-
ive of whether they really improve the fit to the data because of
he large amount of data in typical IAs. However, including addi-
ional unnecessary parameters often does not change the results
e.g., Maunder and Watters, 2003b). BIC and the sample size cor-
ected AIC (AICc) may  be more appropriate for many applications
f IA because they account for the number of data points, and are
herefore less likely to accept additional parameters. Unfortunately,
nlike examples in text books, it is difficult to determine the num-
er of data points to use when applying BIC to IA. For example, is a
PUE data point equivalent to a catch-at-age data point, or should
he number of catch-at-age data points be the number of fish aged
r, as in Helu et al. (2000),  the number of age-classes?

Methods to determine the appropriateness of proposed model
election methodology are simulation tests or cross validation. Helu
t al. (2000) performed some simple tests using Stock Synthesis,
nd found that AIC and BIC performed equally well at selecting
he correct model. However, the model on which their study was
ased was not as complex as many integrated analyses. Based on
imulation studies, Burnham and Anderson (1998) suggest that AIC
erforms better than BIC because BIC selects underfitted models.

Integrated models tend to be complicated, and aim to fully cap-
ure uncertainty. However, an alternative modeling philosophy is
hat simpler methods are better because they provide more precise
stimates and are robust to several uncertainties, even if this is at

he expense of a small amount of bias. For example, Ludwig and

alters (1985) showed that estimators based on age-structured
odels do not necessarily provide more accurate estimates than

stimators based on more simple models, even if the true
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74

population is represented by an age-structured model. The result
that management procedures (methods for determining man-
agement actions) based on simple estimation schemes either
outperform, or are no worse than, management procedures based
in complex models and estimation procedures has been shown
often (e.g., Punt, 1993; De Oliveira et al., 1998; Punt and Smith,
1999). However, it should be recognized that the aim of a man-
agement procedure is to achieve management goals without
necessarily trying to estimate current status accurately, while most
stock assessment aim to estimate such status (and perhaps form the
basis for evaluating management procedures). Thus, while there
should always be a desire for parsimonious models, care needs to be
taken to ensure that the aims of modeling exercises are understood.

5.2.6. Data weighting
It is necessary to weight each data set, but this can be a non-

trivial exercise because the results from an assessment are often
highly sensitive to data weights. It is important to investigate the
influence of each data set. In many applications, the evaluation of
the sensitivity to different data sets is achieved by leaving each
data set out of the analysis in turn and comparing the results to
those obtained while including the data set. However, it is often
impossible to estimate all the model parameters if a data set is left
out of the analysis. Therefore, the more appropriate way to explore
sensitivity is to downweight data sets by increasing the variance
or reducing the sample size in the corresponding likelihood com-
ponent. If the variance of the residuals does not agree with the
weighting assumption, this indicates that the weighting assump-
tion is incorrect or there is some other problem with the model.
Variance parameters can be treated as estimable (e.g., Deriso et al.,
2007). However, Francis (2011) recommends down-weighting age
and length data to ensure that the model fits the abundance indices
adequately.

5.2.7. Level of data aggregation
One decision that is required in the development of an inte-

grated model is what level of data aggregation should be used.
Should the raw data be used, increasing the number of data points
and computation time, or, to reduce the computational time, should
the data be summarized by some characteristic that is not impor-
tant for the analysis? For example, if trawl CPUE data are being
standardized for time, area, and month, should the data be sum-
marized by these strata or should each trawl set be used as a data
point? If the data are summarized by stratum, the analysis ignores
the within-strata variance, and strata with only a few data points
will have the same weight as strata with many data points, unless
the number of data points is used to weight the data in the like-
lihood function. The level of data aggregation will differ among
applications, and is still an open question that should be focus for
future research.

5.2.8. Transparency
Transparency in the stock assessment process is of key impor-

tance, particularly when the assessment is controversial and has
substantial fishery management implications. In such cases, it is
critical to have stakeholder buy-in for decisions. Undue complex-
ity in the number of assertions, assumptions, and choices made in
the assessment may  be counterproductive. One potential problem
with integrated analysis in such cases is that it may  be perceived
as being too complex or too-poorly described to be well under-
stood and documented. In this context, compartmentalizing some

of the analyses, such as CPUE standardization, as part of an incre-
mental step-wise analysis can be important for a successful stock
assessment process because there are fewer perceived and actual
interactions and dependencies among the component analyses.
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. Integrated analysis and Stock Synthesis

Stock Synthesis (Methot and Wetzel, 2013) is an example
f an integrated method. It allows simultaneous use of several
ata sources, such as relative and absolute indices of abundance

ncluding estimates of spawning biomass, age, length, age-length,
nd weight composition data, tagging data, and mean size and
eight data. In addition, prior distributions can be placed on all

stimable parameters. Furthermore, being based on AD Model
uilder (Fournier et al., 2012), maximum posterior density esti-
ates are available, and results can be expressed as draws from

osterior distributions. Finally, Stock Synthesis also includes the
bility to explore many different model configurations, such as the
unctional forms for selectivity and growth, and whether account
hould be taken of space and the impact of environmental effects
n the values for parameters. Stock Synthesis has an associated R
ackage (r4ss) which allows rapid visualization of outputs and fit
iagnostics. However, although it is very flexible, Stock Synthesis is
nable to implement all of the types of integrated analyses outlined
bove. For example, it is not possible to include raw CPUE data and
ntegrate the standardization with the population dynamics model.

. General considerations and future work

IA essentially involves the creation of a joint likelihood for all
vailable observed data and attempts to include the data in as raw

 form as appropriate. IA is intuitively superior to the two-stage
pproach because it allows the inclusion of all information from the
ata and the propagation of uncertainty. Nevertheless, after consid-
ring the advantages and disadvantages of IA, the obvious question
s: should an IA be used? As with any situation, it depends on the
ircumstances. In our opinion, IA should be used when: (a) the inte-
rated model does not take considerably longer than a two-step
rocedure and is within the constraints of the available computing
esources; (b) uncertainty is important, but it is not easily trans-
erred from one analysis to another; and (c) there is additional
nformation in the data used in one analysis about parameters in
he second analysis that would be lost without integration.

Several packages have been developed to implement IA for fish-
ries assessment. Packages such as Stock Synthesis and CASAL,
hich have many users, have generally been well tested (both using

imulations and by applying them to data sets which have been
nalyzed using other assessment frameworks). Given that a gen-
ral stock assessment package such as Stock Synthesis may  consist
f 10s of thousands of lines of code, careful validation and testing is
ssential. Packages can be constraining by only accommodating a
ubset of the types of data which could be used for assessment
urposes, by often having very complicated input files to allow
iological and observation processes to be specified, and by not

ncluding all possible functional forms among model components.
or example, it is not straightforward within the context of Stock
ynthesis to allow for a non-linear relationship between a model
arameter and an environmental covariate, even though such rela-
ionships are not implausible. Software implementing an IA for a
pecific problem can overcome these issues (and run faster). How-
ver, testing of single-application IAs cannot be as extensive as that
f well-tested and widely used packages such as Stock Synthesis,
ith the consequence that several single or limited application IAs

e.g. A-SCALA; Maunder and Watters, 2003b)  are being replaced by
ackages such as Stock Synthesis.

There are several areas for additional research: (a) further devel-

pment of estimation routines based on automatic differentiation
nd numerical integration, particularly so that process errors (e.g.
emporal variability) in recruitment and selectivity can routinely
e treated as random effects; (b) expansion of existing packages
 Research 142 (2013) 61– 74 71

to more fully represent the available data; (c) development of
protocols to identify when model mis-specification is occurring
and identify what aspect of the model is leading to this prob-
lem; (d) development of methods to analyze multiple stocks and
species simultaneously; and (e) further simulation evaluation of the
performance of methods based on different levels of data aggrega-
tion. A collection of examples comparing IA with non-integrated
approaches should be developed to help illustrate the types of
applications that would benefit from the IA. The comprehensive
use of data in IA can facilitate the determination of data needs in
terms of both the type and the quantity of data. IA is directly appli-
cable to multi-species and ecosystem models, and therefore can
contribute to ecosystem based management.

Finally, access to data sets is required to most effectively use
IA. There is a vast range of data types that can be included in
IA. These data sets are often collected and analyzed by differ-
ent researchers and, without easy access to the raw data, it is
difficult to apply IA. This is especially true for meta-analysis,
which involves data from different stocks or species. Databases
should be constructed that contain all available data (e.g. the
RAM Legacy extensive data base on stock assessment data (Ricard
et al., in press) and the CPB/NCEAS Global Population Dynamics
Database http://cpbnts1.bio.ic.ac.uk/gpdd). However, to use these
data appropriately, the analyst should understand how the data
were collected and not just blindly use them (Hampton et al., 2005).
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